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The Magic of Precision 
Portrait photographer Marco Grob and photographer duo David Hiepler and Fritz Brunier 
took pictures of employees and production plants around the world in a very unique 
project for the centennial anniversary of the Holcim Group, the Swiss-based 
international supplier of building materials. The Kunstmuseum Bern is presenting a 
curatorial selection from the photographic project Industrious – comprising new fine-
art photography making masterful statements in large-format black-and-white pictures.     

The Kunstmuseum Bern has acquired quite a reputation for outstanding photography exhibitions 
(Balthasar Burkhard, Cécile Wick, Paul Senn et alia), and is continuing this tradition with its 
presentation of the photographic project Industrious. Internationally famous Swiss portrait 
photographer Marco Grob and renowned Berlin photographer duo David Hiepler and Fritz Brunier 
were commissioned to undertake worldwide artistic research for the centenary anniversary of the 
international Holcim Group. The commission entailed a portrayal of Holcim employees and the 
concern's production plants. The artists were free to interpret the proposed project in their own 
way, and the visual language ensuing from their research and efforts was combined to produce a 
comprehensive and fascinating illustrated volume. Thus Holcim created a framework for the 
photographers to independently and ultimately realize a work of fine art – which in turn inspired 
the Kunstmuseum Bern to organize Industrious as an exhibition project. Our curators have chosen 
to exhibit a selection of the images as large-format black-and-white photographs and arranged 
the show by juxtaposing portraits with locations, thereby underpinning the suggestive power of 
the individual pictures. 

Internationally famous Swiss photographer Marco Grob involves his sitters as partners in dialogue 
by dynamically implementing his camera. He eloquently succeeds in capturing rare insights into 
their lives and characters.  

The Berlin-based photographer duo Hiepler and Brunier communicates the arresting atmosphere 
of the industrial plants in images marked by uncanny precision, illustrating reality in a way we 
otherwise would not be able to perceive at a single glance. 

“These people’s strength, the diverse realities they face in their lives, and the photographers’ 
talents and proficiency make a powerful impact on us," says Dr. Rolf Soiron, Chairman of the 
Board of Directors of Holcim Ltd., and this provides a fitting symbol for the 80,000 people working 
for Holcim in some 70 different countries all over the world. 

 

Contact person: Brigit Bucher, brigit.bucher@kunstmuseumbern.ch , Tel.: +41 31 328 09 21 
Images: Marie Louise Suter, press@kunstmuseumbern.ch , Tel.: +41 31 328 09 53 
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Exhibition 

Opening: Thursday, March 1, 2012, from 6:30 p.m.                                                                  
Duration:March 2 – May 6, 2012 
 

Curators: Matthias Frehner / Regula Berger                                                                   
Technical Realization: René Wochner  

Admission: CHF 14.00 / reduced 10.00     
                                                                                                                                           

RailAway offer): Benefit from 10% savings on train tickets and entrance fee. 
The RailAway-Offer is available at all train stations and at the Rail Service on 
0900 300 300 (CHF 1.19/min). More Information: www.sbb.ch/en/industrious 

 

Catalogue Posters 

 
 
INDUSTRIOUS 
MARCO GROB & HIEPLER, BRUNIER, 
Ed. Kunstmuseum Bern, Matthias Frehner & 
Regula Berger 
Authors: Matthias Frehner, Marco Grob, David 
Hiepler, Fritz Brunier, Klaus Töpfer 
 
Concept, editorial design, and art direction by 
Zurich agency KSB Krieg Schlupp Bürge.  
© Holcim IP Ltd 
teNeues Verlag GmbH & Co. KG, D- Kempen 
ISBN 978-3-033-03243-9 CHF 48.00. 
 

 
 
 

 
F4 (89.5 x 128 cm) 
CHF 20.00 
F12 (268.5 x 128 cm) 
CHF 50.00 
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Accompanying program Artists’ editions 

Öffentliche Führungen: Sonntag, 11h: 4./18. 
März, 15. April, 13. Mai und Dienstag, 19h: 6./20. 
März, 3./24. April  

Frühlingsferienkurs für Kinder: "Gestalten 
mit Schere und Leim": Dienstag, 17. April und 
Donnerstag, 19. April, 10h - 12h. Anmeldung und 
Info: www.faeger.ch  

Kinderworkshop: Sonntagmorgen im 
Museum: Sonntag, 29. April, 10h30 

Artists’ edition  
hiepler, brunier, industrious                           
Available exclusively for the exhibition: limited 
edition of 30 portfolios each containing 7 prints 
all 30 x 40 cm. CHF 950.00  
A special price of: CHF 760.00 for members 
Verein der Freunde Kunstmuseums Bern and of 
the Bernische Kunstgesellschaft 

Artists’ book hiepler, brunier, stillgestellt, 
Artists’ book with 31 photographs,  
21 x 22.5 cm. 1st edition, Panatom Book, 
2012. CHF 24.80/€ 19.80 

Set of postcards hiepler, brunier,                   
Set with 12 postcards and envelopes 
CHF 20.00 

For their friendly collaboration and support 
of the exhibition we would like to thank: 

 

 Holcim is one of the worldwide leading 
suppliers of cement and aggregates 
(crushed stone, gravel, and sand) as well as 
of readymix concrete and asphalt including 
related services. The Holcim Group holds 
majority and minority interests in over 70 
countries on all continents. 

www.holcim.com  

  

 

 


